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ABSTRACT - The main aim project is to develop 

a smart intelligent garbage alert system for a 

proper garbage management. Our project 

proposes a smart AI dustbin which is Collect the 

Real time dataset of what’s in the Garbage and 

Classify the Waste. Prepare the Dataset for an 

Image classification. Train the Neural Network 

and Create a Tensor Flow Model and Deploy the 

Model. After it is also interfaced with hardware 

using ultrasonic sensor. The sensor values are 

read and the values are displayed in the LCD. 

Hence, garbage management is done by using 

both image processing and embedded system. 

Based on the image processing output, the 

respective degradable and non-degradable 

dustbins are opened by showing relay operations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days, Waste management is one of the 

primary problem that the world faces irrespective of 

the case of developed or developing country. The key 

issue in the waste management is that the garbage bin 

at public places gets overflowed well in advance 
before the commencement of the next cleaning 

process. It leads to various hazards such as bad odour 

& ugliness to that place which may cause for spread 

of various diseases. To avoid all such hazardous 

scenario and maintain public cleanliness and health 

our project is mounted on a smart garbage system. 

The main aim project is to develop a smart intelligent 

garbage alert system for a proper garbage 

management. 

II.    DISCUSSION 

The Main Problem that was seen so far was 
Segregation of Waste, this garbage will segregate the 

degradable and non-degradable waste using machine 

learning. The garbage bin is monitored automatically 

and it will send the information if the garbage bin is 

full[1] 

Tensor Flow Lite is a set of tools to help developers 

run Tensor Flow models on mobile, embedded, and 

IoT devices. It enables on-device machine learning 

inference with low latency and a small binary size. 

For developers, performing machine learning on-
device can help improve latency, privacy, 

connectivity, Power consumption.[2] 

        Mobile Nets are efficient Convolutional Neural 

Networks for Mobile Vision Applications. Mobile 

Nets are based on a streamlined architecture that uses 

depth wise separable convolutions to build light 

weight deep neural networks[3] 
       MobileNets is a class of neural, convolutional 

network designed by Google researchers. They are 

"mobile-first" coined in that they are built from the 

ground up to be resource-friendly and run fast, right 

on our phone. Instead of a single 3x3 convolution 

layer accompanied by batch standard and ReLU, the 

main difference between the MobileNet model and a 

"traditional" CNN's is MobileNets break the 

convolution into a 3x3 depth conv and a 1x1 point-

wise conv.[4] 

         Mobilenet in its construction, as lightweight. It 
uses depth-separable convolutions which basically 

means that on each color channel it executes a single 

convolution rather than adding all three and flattening 

it. This has a filtering function of the input channels. 
For MobileNets a single filter is applied to each input 

channel by the Depthwise Convolution. The 

pointwise convolution then applies a 1*1 convolution 

to combine the depth convolution of the outputs. A 

standard convolution filters both and in one step 

combines inputs into a new set of outputs. This is 

divided into two layers by the depth-separable 

convolution, a different filter layer and a second layer 

for blending. This factorisation results in a drastic 

reduction in calculation and sample scale.[5] 

"The Mobilenet's total design is as follows, with 30 

layers of 
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1. convolutional layer with stride 2 

2. depthwise layer 

3. pointwise layer that doubles the 
number of channels 

4. depthwise layer with stride 2 

5. pointwise layer that doubles the 

number of channels, etc.[6] 

We proposed Logistic Regression for predict the 

house price targets; the logistic function defined by 

eq (1)             

            𝐿𝑅𝑘 =  
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑌𝑘𝛽+𝜀𝑘
               (1) 

 

Where 𝐿𝑅𝑘  denote the continuous variable and 𝑌𝑘 

denote the independent data.[7]  

Above function produces the binary outputs that 

means zero and one, so it is transformed into simple 

linear regression model by eq (2) 

log (
𝐿𝑅𝑘

1 − 𝐿𝑅𝑘

) =  −𝑌𝑘𝛽 + 𝜀𝑘            (2) 

 

Finally actual value 𝐿𝑅𝑘  replaced by other 

variable 𝑳𝑹𝒌
∗ ; thus we can get the final logistic 

regression by eq (3) 

log (
𝐿𝑅𝑘

∗

1 − 𝐿𝑅𝑘
∗ ) =  −𝑌𝑘𝛽 + 𝑢𝑘           (3) 

 

where 𝑢𝑘 is the error factor. 

1. The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is 

a simple graphical formalism that can be used to 

represent a system in terms of input data to the 

system, various processing carried out on this data, 

and the output data is generated by this system. 

2. The data flow diagram (DFD) is one of the 

most important modeling tools. It is used to model 
the system components. These components are the 

system process, the data used by the process, an 

external entity that interacts with the system and the 

information flows in the system. 

3. DFD shows how the information moves 

through the system and how it is modified by a 

series of transformations. It is a graphical technique 

that depicts information flow and the 

transformations that are applied as data moves from 

input to output. 

4. DFD is also known as bubble chart. A DFD 
may be used to represent a system at any level of 

abstraction. DFD may be partitioned into levels that 

represent increasing information flow and 

functional detail. 

UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. UML 

is a standardized general-purpose modeling language 

in the field of object-oriented software engineering. 

The standard is managed, and was created by, the 

Object Management Group. [8] 

         Modules here are Image Acquisition, Feature 
extraction, Classification. Image acquiring is 

important stage in image processing.  Testing image 

is capturing from Web cam for further process.[9] 

                  In Feature Extraction After the image 

acquisition, we propose the feature extraction to 

captured image.in that, we implement deep learning 

network model like mobile net for feature extraction. 
It extracts the high level features to image for 

efficient classification. [10] 

       The final stage is classification.                                      

In that our test Image classified into two categories 

i.e. Degradable and non-degradable. For 

Classification, we propose the logistic regression 

(LR) machine learning method.[11] 

 

III.   CONCLUSION 

           A major challenge in waste management is 

waste disposal which requires segragation of waste 

into degradable and non degradable categories. 

Recent advances in computer vision made possible 

by deep learning has paved the way for AI assisted 

waste management. This model has certain lacks 

implementing for bigger bins may be complex, initial 
implementation may be complex. But this model 

serves good for segmentation of waste.  
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